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Writing your thesis chapters

● This presentation has a social sciences focus

● Much of what is said may be relevant to a

thesis prepared for other disciplines, e.g.,

business, nursing, humanities.

● It is also relevant for a major Master’s thesis.



Types of chapters

Most theses have two types of chapters:

1. Introduction chapters

1. Data analysis chapters



Introductory chapters

Normally appear in the front section of your thesis.

Introduces your readers to the background of the thesis

before they read your analysis of data.

Normally includes the following chapters: introduction,
literature review, methods, and historical context.



Data analysis chapters

Normally appear after your introductory chapters.

You review the evidence that you have collected using data collection 

methods such as the survey and interview. 

➔ Data: you must introduce fresh evidence in each chapter that is 

relevant to your research question.

➔Analysis: you must use theoretical principles to put forward your 

argument to conceptualise your contribution to knowledge.



How many chapters do I need and in what 
order do they go? How long is a piece of string?

Tip 1

No two theses have the
same structure to
support the content.

The advice about
structure and content in
this presentation are
general observations.

Always check with your
supervisors!

Tip 2

The structure and content in
your thesis will likely change
many times before it is
finished.

You may add, delete or move
chapters before you finish.

You may also cut-and-paste
paragraphs/pages of
discussion between chapters
many times before you finish.

Tip 3

Never delete and trash a chapter or
long passages you have written
such as pages and paragraphs. Cut
them from your thesis into a spare
workbook and save this document.

You may find that you need to
reinstate some or all of this content
as your thesis may change many
times over the years.



Popular thesis structure

Chapter 1:    Introduction

Chapter 2:    Literature review

Chapter 3:    Methodological design

Chapter 4:    Historical background

Chapter 5:   Data analysis chapter one

Chapter 6:    Data analysis chapter two

Chapter 7:    Data analysis chapter three

Chapter 8:    Data analysis chapter four

Chapter 9:    Conclusion

Chapter 10:  Bibliography of references 

Optional:      Annexes

Advice

Many theses do not have a ‘historical

background’ chapter. Authors place this

discussion in the ‘introduction’ chapter.

The vast majority of doctoral theses have

3 or 4 data analysis chapters.

Many institutions do not force students to

adopt a fixed thesis structure.



Social exclusion story.

This story is about youths from non-

English speaking backgrounds who

emigrate to England between the ages

of 12 to 17 and the reasons why they

experience social exclusion among

their peers in social settings.s.

Tip

Think about your thesis

chapters as comprising a

single story. Maintain this

mindset throughout your

research journey. This will

help you to choose the

best structure earlier

rather than later.

N.b. this fictitious story is for illustration purposes only



One story, many chapters

You are a story-teller.

Your thesis is an

untold story. Your

story must be

interesting and

important.

Your story is about your ‘research

question’ and ‘research objectives’.

Each chapter must have a direct

connection to your story at all times.

For example, your methods chapter

should not be a general discussion

about research methods theory. At all

times you should inform your audience

how your data collection and analysis

tools help you to tell your story.



Your thesis unravels a 
multifaceted story

Your data analysis chapters untangle
multiple aspects to aid your readers
to understand a complex story.

Each chapter focuses on a different
thread from the same grand
argument.

Ravi’s doctoral thesis:

Research question: why do Art scholars generally 

consider this image of a globe to be a fine work of art? 

Isabel’s doctoral thesis:

Research question: what factors explain the

observation that most youth from non-English

speaking backgrounds who migrate to England

report high levels of social exclusion?

Do you see the green threads and the blue threads?



Sub-field:  

the philosophy of aesthetics

Ravi unravelled the woolen globe
and found that there were four
threads to his grand story.

1. Colours thread

2. Country-of-origin thread

3. Global Perspective thread

4. Western centric thread



Data chapter one: Most artists stated that the colours of the yarn were a

strong factor that cause them to conclude that the object has a positive

aesthetic. They associate the blue thread with the blue colours on the

flags of Western nations with strong economies such as the USA. They

associated the green with Western countries with sound environmental

policies such as the Nordic countries … Conclusion section - colours have

positive and negative association with countries … a theme which recurs

in data Chapter Two which looks at the country of origin. Most artists

identified the yarn as originating from Western countries seen on the ball

such as Canada and Peru that produce quality wool ... conclusion section

- this connects to evidence extracted from the interviews which states

that the imagery that centres on a perspective of the America’s

reinforces the positive association of quality … connects to data Chapter

three - art originating from the America’s is generally regarded as

superior as this region of the globe houses the world’s largest economy

and sole superpower, the US … connects to data Chapter four - the

inclusion of Danish Greenland was seen to reaffirm the superior

reputation of Western centric art ... these four factors collectively

replicate Western hegemonic standpoints among art scholars when

they evaluate the aesthetics of art.

Ravi’s story

Colours

Country of origin

Global perspective

Western centric

Western hegemony



Sub-field: social policy

Isabel unravelled the threads that make

up her story. She discovered there are

three strands that collectively comprise

her grand story.

1. Language thread

2. Customs thread

3. Structural racism thread



The order of your chapters build a cumulative story

Isabel

Language

Customs

Racism

Structural 

racism

Data chapter one: Discusses language differences.

Conclusion section argues that language is a central part of

cultural practices - this connects to Data chapter two:

Discusses cultural practices ... Conclusion section argues

that a society’s outright rejection of a person’s ethno-cultural

practices are a symptom of structural racism …. Data

chapter three: Thematic speech analysis of interviews

reveals that subtle references to racism recur … Conclusion

section links to Thesis grand conclusion chapter. The

thesis is ultimately a story about structural racism.



Isabel’s thesis structure
Ravi’s thesis structure           

Abstract

1. Introduction chapter

2. Methods chapter

3. Literature review chapter

4. Historical background chapter

5. Data chapter one: colour

6. Data chapter two: country-of-origin

7. Data chapter three: global perspective

8. Data chapter four: Western hegemony

9. Conclusion chapter

10.Bibliography of references

11. Annexes: ethics clearances

Abstract

1. Introduction and background chapter       

2. Methods chapter

3. Literature review chapter

4. Data chapter one: language 

5. Data chapter two: cultural practices

6. Data chapter three: structural racism

7. Conclusion chapter

8. References



Key points from this presentation
It is possible that Ravi and Isabel may both produce a very good doctoral thesis using
their proposed structure shown on the previous pages.

This argument reinforces two core points from this presentation:

1. There are many acceptable structures available to prepare your dissertation;

1. The selection of your structure depends primarily on the mandatory guidelines 
stipulated by the regulations of your educational institution.

The regulations take precedence over other sources of advice. Your supervisor’s 
opinions are also important.

The content and structure of your thesis / dissertation is unique because it is 
shaped by the original objective that guides your original research questions.



Compare the structures of these humanities and 
social sciences doctoral dissertations.

Gurevitch, M. (1961). The social
structure of acquaintanceship
networks (Doctoral dissertation,
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology).

http://dspace.mit.edu/bitstream/han
dle/1721.1/11312/33051044-
MIT.pdf?sequence=2

Nash, E. G. M. A. (1998). People,
policies and practice: social work
education in Aotearoa/New Zealand
from 1949-1995, A thesis presented in
partial fulfilment of the requirements
for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy
in Social Policy and Social Work at
Massey University.

http://mro.massey.ac.nz/xmlui/bitstrea
m/handle/10179/2014/02_whole.pdf?
sequence=1

He, M. F. (1998). Professional
knowledge landscapes, three
Chinese women teachers'
enculturation and acculturation
processes in China and Canada
(Doctoral dissertation, National
Library of Canada= Bibliothèque
nationale du Canada).

https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/bitstr
eam/1807/11842/1/nq35180.pdf



Open Access PhD theses and dissertations

Google Scholar : Doctor of Philosophy thesis / dissertation (as key search words)
www.scholar.google.com

Australian Digital Thesis project (some are free, some are open access files)
http://www.caul.edu.au/caul-programs/australasian-digital-theses

Open access theses and dissertations 
https://oatd.org/

Proquest
http://pqdtopen.proquest.com/search.html



Further reading: 
Preparing a doctoral assessment for other disciplines

Indiana University at Bloomington School of Music (2016), Doctoral program recitals,
<music.indiana.edu/degrees/graduate-diploma/doctoral/docRecitals.shtml>. Accessed 1 July 

2016.

University of Bath Department of Mathematical Sciences (2012), How to write a good (maths) 
Ph.D. thesis,
<http://people.bath.ac.uk/mamamf/talks/awayday2012.pdf>. Accessed 1 July 2016.

University of New South Wales School of Physics (2005), How to write a PhD thesis,
<http://newt.phys.unsw.edu.au/~jw/thesis.html> Accessed 1 July 2016.
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